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Abstract. As virtual reality gains popularity, technology which better
integrates the user’s physical experience in the virtual environment is
needed. Researchers have shown that by including real physical objects
to interact with, the experience can be made significantly more convinc-
ing and user-friendly. To explore physically connecting the user to the
virtual environment, we designed and developed a mixed reality MIDI
keyboard, which will be used as a prototyping platform for reinforcing
virtual user interface controls with physical counterparts. This project
explores maintaining the user’s physical connection to the real world in
order to align their senses with their true state of augmented virtuality.
The design, considerations, challenges, and applications of this ongoing
project are discussed and future work is identified. In addition to pro-
ducing a mixed reality MIDI keyboard, this project serves as a roadmap
for future developments and investigations in integrating physical and
virtual environments to improve immersion and presence.
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1 Introduction

Although the technology has existed for decades, recent advances in Virtual Re-
ality (VR) have led to a resurgence in interest, and with it the development and
marketing of numerous consumer-oriented devices, from Head Mounted Displays
(HMD) such as the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, to 3D-tracking devices such as
the Leap Motion and Microsoft Kinect. Additionally, haptic technologies such
as gloves, tools, and body suits have experienced a re-emergence and application
to this new interaction modality. While head-tracking combined with binocular
display provides an immersive simulated virtual environment, the user remains
necessarily fixed in a real physical environment—A user virtually floating in or-
bit still experiences gravity. Indeed, it is often these disconnects between the
physical world and the virtual environment that can lead to VR sickness (via
vestibular miscommunication) [1]. As such, any virtual experience is, to a varying
degree, a Mixed Reality (MR) experience and exists somewhere on the Virtual-
ity Continuum proposed by Milgram and Kishino [2]. The position of a virtual
environment on this continuum is related to the degree of physical interaction
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involved, with the pure real environment at one end, and the pure virtual envi-
ronment at the other. An experience which is not properly aligned with its level
of virtuality reduces the user’s immersion.

The controllers used by the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift VR systems are de-
signed to mimic the physical objects that the user might interact with. In this
way, they seek to minimize the disparity between the experience and expecta-
tions; however, in more complex environments with objects that don’t conform
to the controller’s gun-like shape, the immersion once again falls away. Hand
tracking systems, such as the Leap Motion controller, enable the potential for a
higher level of interaction with a broader variety of objects. This type of inter-
action feels far more natural until interacting with virtual objects, which require
the user to grasp at empty space.

Integrating real objects into the experience is an e↵ective way to create a
physical connection, improve immersion, and create a sense that virtual objects
belong to the user’s reality [3]. According to Sra and Schmandt, few VR environ-
ments include touch, yet a closer connection between the user’s real and virtual
representation enhances presence [4, 5]. To improve the immersion and interac-
tivity of a virtual experience, this project aims to explore methods of physical
interaction that better align with the user’s level of virtuality, with a testbed
of a real-world application that requires physical interaction: playing a musical
instrument. Using a customized MIDI keyboard as a prototyping interface in
conjunction with a number of emergent VR technologies, this project explores
maintaining the user’s physical connection to the real world in order to align
with their true state of Augmented Virtuality [2].

2 Background and Related Work

There are numerous examples which integrate a MIDI keyboard with di↵erent
levels of Augmented Reality (AR) including, VR Piano [6], AR Piano [7],and
Music Education using Augmented Reality with a Head Mounted Display [8]. All
of these systems project some kind of visual overlay onto a real keyboard with the
goal of improving the user’s piano learning experience. There are also a number
of applications which enable the user to play virtual instruments including Music
Room VR [9] and Sound Stage VR [10].

Unlike those works, the focus of this project is not to project visuals onto
a real keyboard, nor to create entirely virtual instruments, but to produce a
mixed reality interface which is physically present, yet corresponds directly to
real-time virtual imagery. The addition of this physical presence to a virtual
experience enables augmented virtuality, as opposed to the augmented reality of
other examples of MIDI keyboard integration. Furthermore, rather than simply
building conventional engagement with a piano as instrument, this project seeks
to enhance this familiar metaphor with extended physical interface interactions.
The keyboard’s presence forms a convenient hub around which other physical
and virtual interfaces can be added.
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3 Methodology

This project employs a number of readily available VR and AR technologies to
produce a system which seamlessly forms the interface between the user and
simulation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, an HTC Vive is used as the headset and
the Leap Motion controller is used for hand tracking, working in conjunction
with the Arduino based MIDI keyboard. All three components communicate via
USB with the Unity game engine which integrates the data and handles the
simulation.

Unity
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MIDI 
Keyboard

Leap Motion
Hand Tracker

USB/HDMI

USB

USB

Head Pos./Visuals
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Physical Inputs
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Fig. 1. Interaction model of the Mixed Reality MIDI Keyboard system.

3.1 MIDI Keyboard Design

While many o↵-the-shelf MIDI keyboards could work with this system, a spe-
cialized platform was developed for the project to allow for added flexibility as
well as to enable rapid prototyping and experimentation with various real and
virtual interfaces. As the keyboard is intended for use in an interactive public
art installation this also allowed for greater control over the aesthetic design. We
have made the design and code used for the keyboard and associated electronics
open-source, and these are available on GitHub.3

The keyboard, shown in Fig. 2, consists of a reused key bed mounted to a
transparent acrylic and wood frame. The electronics are visible, and partially
accessible while the upper surface of the frame is used as a space to test various
inputs which can be quickly added or removed.

The electronics center around an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller. A pro-
toshield is used for more permanent fixtures, such as pull-down resistors for the

3 https://github.com/jdesnoyers/Mixed-Reality-MIDI-Keyboard
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Fig. 2. Mixed Reality MIDI Keyboard prototype.

key bed, while a number of miniature breadboards are used to connect tem-
porary components. Examples of components used in testing include capacitive
sensors, IR proximity sensors, linear potentiometers, and optical encoders. An
LED strip lines the top of the key bed to provide simple and direct feedback for
observers and when the HMD is not in use. The microcontroller communicates
using the MIDI protocol via both a hardware MIDI DIN connection and over
USB. The MIDI standard is used for its ubiquity in digital music devices, and
for its expandability to easily assign interfaces to both standard note or control
messages as well as extensions using additional channels or SysEx messages.

Concurrent Design of Virtual and Physical Components. In order to
rapidly develop a keyboard which exists in both the virtual and real environ-
ments, a detailed design was first produced for the physical production, while a
simplified virtual version (with hidden elements and screw holes removed) was
created as a secondary branch. This method facilitates the application of any
subsequent changes to both the physical and virtual designs with minimal inter-
vention. The physical design was produced using basic woodworking tools and
assembled within a maximum tolerance of ±1 mm on all exposed surfaces. The
CAD model was exported as a COLLADA 1.4.1 interchange file, which was then
imported into Blender for texture mapping, and subsequently transferred into
Unity. This process ensures that the physical and virtual keyboards align with
minimal e↵ort.

While this was the most direct approach available, the loss of kinematic data
in the interchange file means a duplication of e↵ort in defining physical relations,
especially those of the keyboard keys. The work-flow would benefit greatly from
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a direct conversion of kinematic data such as that supported by COLLADA 1.5
or as described by Lorenz et al. [11].

CNC milling and 3D printing could also improve the work-flow, improve pre-
cision and allow for the production of more complex components. These tech-
nologies will certainly be used for future iterations as the project progresses,
but a simple fabrication was necessary to quickly produce a proof of concept
prototype.

Special Considerations. Hand tracking via the Leap Motion assumes the
hands are in open space, but the reflective white keys of the keyboard can lead
to errors in hand tracking. To improve contrast in the infrared range between
the hands and their surroundings, a matte black paint coating is applied to
the keys (see Fig. 3). A similar coating will be applied to the upper surface on
future iterations as the reflectivity and transparency of the current design cause
interference with infrared tracking methods.

Fig. 3. Screenshot showing infrared data from the Leap Motion controller.

3.2 Position Tracking

There are numerous methods available to locate the physical keyboard and ac-
curately render that location in virtual space. There are trade-o↵s between ac-
curacy, form factor, and portability between systems.
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HTC Vive Tracker. This device integrates directly into the existing Vive
virtual coordinate system; however, the form factor and high cost ($ 100 USD)
are problematic. In testing the Tracker can precisely locate the keyboard, but
frequently looses tracking causing some jitter and occasional loss of the virtual
keyboard. Since the physical keyboard does not (usually) move during a session,
one-time location registration is su�cient, so the Vive Tracker is being used as
an interim solution.

Steam VR HDK. The Steam VR HDK makes the technology used in the
HTC Vive available for developers to integrate into their own devices [12]. This
system o↵ers an ideal solution for large scale production but is very expensive
for initial prototyping ($ 595 USD).

Co-located Hand Tracking. It is possible to use the existing Leap Motion
hand tracking and MIDI interface to locate the keyboard. The physical location
is determined using co-location between key-presses on the MIDI controller and
the hand location and gesture determined by the Leap Motion. This provides
su�cient data for location in two axes (X,Z). To fully constrain the device and
locate it in the Y axis, the high contrast between the black key bed and its
surroundings is used to find the edge of the keyboard, or, alternatively, specific
buttons could be used to locate the device, such as a pair of capacitive touch
sensors at its edges.

Infrared LEDs. The co-location technique relies on the accurate tracking of
the user’s hands near the keyboard. Alternatively, the Leap Motion’s infrared
camera could be used to detect the location of infrared LEDs strategically placed
on the keyboard frame. This will provide more accuracy and reliability than the
hand tracking option, although the two may be used in conjunction. To date, this
method is the most reliable in positioning the keyboard relative to the hands.

Visible Markers. Finally, visible markers, such as those used by Chow et
al. [8] could be used. These markers could be tracked by either the Leap Mo-
tion’s infrared camera, or an additional depth sensing camera such as a Mi-
crosoft Kinect could be used. This system is expected to have similar accu-
racy to the Infrared LED solution at a slightly reduced cost, but at the ex-
pense of control over the aesthetic of the end product. Unlike the infrared
solutions, which are invisible and can be hidden behind IR transparent ma-
terials, visible markers are necessarily prominent on the surface of the device.

Our prototype uses co-location, infrared LEDs, and the HTC Vive Tracker to
compare their accuracy and usability. The systems are being tested separately,
and in conjunction, in order to verify the best use case.
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3.3 Virtual Environment Synchronization

The data from all interfaces is integrated and processed in the Unity game en-
gine, which forms the hub of the system. Unity was chosen for its ease of use and
ubiquity in current VR development. The SteamVR (HTC Vive) and Leap Mo-
tion SDKs along with K. Takahashi’s MidiJack plug-in [13] are used to connect
with each of the devices. The MIDI data is used to translate the keys and inputs
proportionally to their physical components, as well as to control variables in
the virtual environment.The movements are constrained to the physical object’s
location and data, with the exception of a rigidbody joint simulation of the keys,
to capture partial presses that do not activate the key’s switch.

In the virtual environment the keyboard appears identical in form, but with
modified textures which are changed to suit the needs and aesthetics of the par-
ticular application. A physical linear potentiometer at the top of the keyboard
is used to vary the transparency of the Leap Motion or HTC Vive pass-through
cameras in order to compare the actual location to that of the virtual environ-
ment, and to reorient the user in case of a discrepancy.

This synchronization with the real environment not only allows for a true
virtual representation, but also for the inclusion of virtual interfaces such as
those shown in Fig. 4. These can be divided into two categories: simulated, and
augmented. The simulated interfaces are ones which could exist in reality, but
are instead replicated in the virtual environment. For example, IR proximity
and capacitive touch sensors can be simulated by capturing the transform of
the virtual hand while it is within specified bounds. By using virtual versions of
these sensors, their presence, shape, location, sensitivity, etc. can all be modified
in real-time and beyond physical limitations and constraints. The augmented
interfaces are ones which could not exist in the real world—for example a three-
dimensional position input could be controlled by moving a sphere’s location
within a cube. Further to this, other virtual instruments and components can
be attached to the virtual keyboard, creating a modular virtual instrument.
While these virtual components lack the tactility of the physical keyboard, they
o↵er significant capacity for expansion and alteration to the device, with few
constraints. These simulated and augmented interfaces o↵er the primary advan-
tages over a conventional keyboard, giving the user the opportunity to interact
in ways which otherwise would not be possible.

4 Ongoing Work

With the construction of the described prototype, we have confirmed the possi-
bility and viability of such an interface. We are now in the process of improving
the interface, adding functionality, and evaluating the user experience for pro-
fessional musicians, amateurs, and learners.

4.1 Challenges

There are numerous challenges involved in the project as alluded to in the pre-
vious section. The problem of simple, low (additional) cost, and aesthetically
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the keyboard and virtual interfaces as seen in the VR HMD.

satisfying tracking will be the first to be addressed as this will ensure a consis-
tent and convincing interface. Further streamlining of the process from design
to operation is also needed to facilitate more experimentation and enable the
use of other real-world keyboards and devices in the system. Enabling specta-
tor participation (outside of the HMD) is a major challenge which will also be
addressed to encourage interaction with the system.

Perhaps the most significant problem is the accurate alignment of the per-
ceived real and virtual worlds as outlined by Ponto et al. [14–16]. At present,
the focus is on aligning the virtual and real environments relative to the existing
platforms; however, there is a noticeable di↵erence between perceived distances
and sizes in the real and virtual environments, as well as between the Leap Mo-
tion and HTC Vive tracking systems. The body’s proprioception seems to be
able to su�ciently manage and account for the discrepancy through visual and
tactile feedback, but refining the calibration would further improve the user’s
presence, while reducing the time required to adjust to the virtual environment.
The methods described by Ponto et al. will be explored for this purpose [14].

4.2 Interface Prototyping

A number of real and virtual interfaces will be prototyped over the course of
the project. Real inputs, such as rotary optical encoders, IR proximity sensors,
linear potentiometers, conventional buttons, and capacitive touch sensing will all
be tested for suitability to the mixed reality environment. Knobs and switches of
di↵erent sizes will be tested and compared to evaluate their e↵ect on immersion.
In addition, several virtual interfaces, both simulated and augmented will be
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implemented to evaluate feasibility. Simulations of proximity and touch sensors
will be employed alongside augmented virtual controls which operate outside of
the limitations of reality.

4.3 Experience Design

In addition to the hardware and virtual components, an immersive experience
will be developed to explore the value and capabilities of a mixed reality interface
compared to ones which are solely real or virtual. The experience will be designed
for public consumption through an art installation with interaction for both the
active user and any spectators in the space. The keyboard platform will be used
in an unconventional way that defies expectations and encourages participants
to experiment.

4.4 System Evaluation and Survey

The system will primarily be evaluated by user testing and surveys. As the
system is developed, functionality is tested by manually verifying the perceptual
alignment and usability of the keyboard, physical controls and virtual interfaces.
Next, a small group of evaluators will be allowed to test the system, rating the
e↵ectiveness of each aspect of the system through a detailed survey. Finally,
participants of demonstrations and public installations will be surveyed and
selectively interviewed to establish their experience and preference for certain
interfaces.

4.5 Applications

The Mixed Reality MIDI Keyboard has numerous applications. The platform can
be directly applied to conventional keyboard use as instrument, which will be
evaluated for educational purposes (as often considered by others [6–8]) or as an
integrated real and virtual instrument. The keyboard hardware and software can
be directly interfaced with popular Digital Audio Workstations to produce ex-
traordinary instrument controls and compositional experiences. The techniques
used for this virtual reality based system can also be applied to augmented re-
ality systems such as the Microsoft Hololens to further retain connection to the
real world, enabling the technology to be used by musicians in live performances.
In addition to these direct applications, the discoveries made through this ex-
perimentation will enable a better understanding of mixed reality interfaces in
general, and may be applied to the development of similar interfaces beyond the
keyboard.

One such application is already in development concurrently with the Mixed
Reality MIDI keyboard. The techniques being explored for this keyboard project
are being applied to object tracking for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) VR and Simulation project. A number of virtual weapons are being
designed and prototyped for use in a simulation which assists police in learning
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to make the best possible decisions in high-pressure situations. The immersion
of the trainee and realism of the simulated interfaces is crucial in creating an
environment which accurately reproduces the stresses of such a di�cult situation.
By integrating real objects into the simulation, the virtual experience is aligned
more closely with the reality the trainee will face, and as such enables reactions
that better match the future real world outcomes.

5 Conclusion

The Mixed Reality MIDI Keyboard enables experimentation with a wide variety
of real and virtual interfaces. By integrating a real, interactive component the
user becomes physically connected to the experience, creating a sense of presence
and improving immersion. By exploring the potential of this interface, virtual
reality experiences which better reflect with the user’s true mixed reality state,
will be achievable. Augmenting the virtual environment with real interfaces will
enable a heightened sense of connection and improved perceptual resonance. In
addition, the virtual interfaces being developed augment the keyboard itself,
allowing for the implementation of novel controls that enable creativity beyond
the constraints of a purely physical instrument. The success of this project will
not only result in the development of a mixed reality MIDI keyboard, but will
influence future developments and investigations in integrating real and virtual
environments into a more cohesive, convincing experience.

Acknowledgments. Much of the research involved in this project has been
made possible by the ongoing RCMP VR and Simulation Research led by Dr.
Megan Smith.
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